The Palace Murder of Soga no Iruka and the Taika Reform by Hesselink Reinier H.
“To explore what is complex, 
search out what is hidden,
to hook up what lies deep,
and reach to what is distant...” 2)
1.  Earth: Before Sunrise
It was still dark when Soga no Iruka 蘇我入鹿 rose on the 12th day of the 6th
month, in the 4th year of the reign of the Empress Toyotakara 豊財天皇. 3) Today was
the day of the Monkey, the minister knew, or rather: tsuchi-no-e saru no hi戊申の日, the
45th day in the 60-day cycle of the Chinese calendar which had recently come to be
known in Japan. 4) This day was said to be governed by the element Earth (tsuchi 土)
under its yang aspect (e 兄). 5) When this sign (Chin. Wu 戊) is combined with the
zodiac sign for the Monkey (Chin. Shen 申), 6) which, in its turn, is associated with the
element Metal 金, it forms a combination known as “Earth of the Great Crossroads” 大
駅土. 7) Because Earth 土 engenders Metal 金, the day is conventionally considered to
be a lucky day to visit one’s parents and friends, or for setting out on a journey. 8)
The journey the minister was preparing for on this day was not going to take him
very far.  All he needed to do was to arrive before sunrise in front of the south gate of
the Itabuki Palace 板盖宮, about half an hour’s walk from his hillside mansion.
Amakashi Hill 甘檮岡 had not been settled before Iruka had built, just seven months
earlier, two mansions on its northern slope for his father and himself.  The hill may
have been dedicated to the Snake God Miwa 三輪大神 in ancient times, 9) and it is
known to have been used for divine judgments requiring the accused to submerge his
arm in a cauldron with boiling water or poisonous snakes, which were said to only
spare the innocent. 10)
During the day, one had, from the top of the hill, a magnificent view of the
surrounding plains in all four directions.  To the west, one could see Toyura 豊浦, as
far as Tsurugi no ike 剣池 or Sword Lake, and to the north one had a view of
Muko¯hara 向原 and the Owarida palace 小墾田宮. 11) These were areas long owned by
the Soga family. 12) To the east, the hill overlooked the bend in the Asuka river 飛鳥川,
and beyond one had a fine view inside the Asuka temple compound 飛鳥寺.  Every
movement inside the temple could be observed from Amakashi Hill.  To the southeast,
it looked over the whole Asuka plain as far as the great Itabuki Palace, completed two
years earlier.  The recent Soga occupation of Amakashi Hill, then, had elements in it of
the bold, the blasphemous, and the brute.
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The minister dressed in court dress.  In his hair he wore a golden ornament.  On top
of his head, he placed the purple cap, or toku no kabane 徳姓 (Cap of Virtue), which he
had been given by his father, the O¯-omi 大臣 or Great Minister, to signify he could
represent him at court. 13) This action had caused much talk about how the elder Soga,
by conferring on his son the highest court rank reserved for princes and chief ministers,
was arrogating to himself rights that properly only belonged to the O¯kimi 大君.
Matching his cap, the minister’s clothing was all of purple brocade, embroidered with
gold. 14) One of our sources for this day, the Fujiwara family history or Kaden家伝, has:
“A messenger was sent to call Iruka in a hurry.  When Iruka got up, he wanted to put
on his shoes.  Three times the shoes turned around by themselves and he could not put
them on.  Iruka feared this in his heart, and walked around aimlessly, intending to stay
home.  But the messenger called him frequently.” 15) Next, the minister hung his sword
on his side, for he was not taking any chances.  It was double-edged, long and straight,
encased in an elaborately worked leather sheath, which may have been made by some
master craftsman of the kuratsukuribe鞍作部, or saddlers’ corporation.  It is said that the
minister himself had been nursed in his infancy by a wet nurse from this clan of
Chinese immigrants, hence his nickname Kuratsukuri. 16)
The minister certainly did not go alone to the palace through the dark.  His mansion
on Amakashi Hill was surrounded by a wooden palisade, as was that of his father a
little further up the hill.  Near the gate stood an armory and a water tank with several
tens of wooden hooks hanging on its wall, easily grabbed in case of fire.  Strong men
from the east, called the Shitobe 従者 17) guarded the gates and palisades, day and
night, with weapons in their hands. 18) Accompanied, then, by his usual body guards,
the minister went through the gate, down the hill, and turned right towards the Asuka
river.  Over the bridge, he turned right to follow the road leading past the great tsuki槻
tree which stood just outside the Western Gate of the Great Ho¯ko¯ji 大法興寺 temple
compound. 19)
The tree had been sacred since time immemorial. 20) Construction of the temple next
to it had started in 588, in fulfillment of a vow made by Iruka’s grandfather, Soga no
Umako 馬子, on the eve of his final confrontation with the Mononobe 物部 clan in the
previous year. 21) The conservative Mononobe clan had been responsible for the
burning of two other Buddhist temples previously constructed by the Soga family. 22)
The confrontation of 587 had been decisive, however, for Umako had managed to
obtain the support of most of the other clans which made up the nobility of the Yamato
Court.  The location which Umako chose for his new temple shows how complete his
victory over the Mononobe had been.  Not only was it bound to provide a Buddhist
counterweight to the pagan worship on Amakashi Hill, with only the narrow Asuka
River separating the two rival religious systems, but soon after construction had started
it must have become clear that the new temple, by its sheer size, would also dwarf the
sacred tsuki tree. 23)
The building of the Asukadera, as the temple came to be known, had taken eight
years.  This was Japan’s first grand Buddhist structure, established on grounds 44,000
meters square and containing an enclosed compound of almost 10,000 m square. 24)
The five-storied pagoda in its center was, at the time of its construction, the highest
building in the country.  Flanked by two main halls, each on double platforms, it
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represented the trend of the times.  No longer was power to be symbolized in Japan by
throwing up a pile of dirt on top of a burial chamber made out of rock or brick.  When
the construction of pagoda’s started, the kofun 古墳 (or “old graves” as they are known
today) became outdated: during the seventh century, Buddhist architecture would
replace these dolmens as objects of conspicuous consumption for the ruling class.
The Asukadera thus started out as a symbol of the Soga clan’s newly won supremacy
over the other clans, and, with time, it eventually became the center of a temple system
that by 624 already included 46 temples in and around the Nara basin. 25) Making
manifest superior knowledge of building and metallurgical techniques, the temple
represented a new concept of state power.  Its sweeping tiled 26) roofs with their long
overhanging eaves were carried by intricate rafter work.  Its enormous bronze statue of
the Buddha, standing sixteen feet tall, dwarfed all visitors, and its majestic bronze bell
resounded at sunrise and sunset far beyond the visual reach of the temple.  Its priests
brought over from the mainland not only the Buddhist scriptures in Chinese
translations, but also all other branches of Chinese learning.  In 645, the Soga family,
specializing in administration and tax collection, had been the sponsors of Buddhism
for over a century, 27) and this family temple was the center from which the brilliance of
Asuka culture emanated throughout Japan.  
Reaching a T-crossing, the minister turned left, passed in front of the temple’s main
entrance gate and turned right again into the road along the eastside of the Itabuki
palace.  That morning many other people were moving towards the palace as well.
Possibly, Soga no Ishikawamaro 石川麻呂 had been waiting for the minister, his
cousin, in front of the main entrance of the Asukadera, so that both Sogas might make
their way to the palace together, showing a might of men unequalled by any of the
other clans of the realm.  Ishikawamaro’s name (“Strong Man from Ishikawa”)
indicated that the minister’s cousin had been brought up in the heartland of the Soga
family, Ishikawa in Kawachi, on the other side of the mountain range separating the
Nara valley from the plain bordering on the Inland Sea.  According to the Sonpi
bunmyaku 尊卑分脈, a court genealogy compiled in the fourteenth century, he was the
son of an older brother of Iruka’s father. 28) Ishikawamaro was nicknamed Kurayamada
蔵山田, for he was in charge of the storage facilities (kura) at Yamada, not far northwest
of the Asukadera.
When the Soga men arrived before the great southern gate of the Itabuki palace, two
rows of officials had already formed there.  Seeing the Soga procession approach,
everyone must have made way for them to take their places at the head of the two
lines.  Iruka is likely to have occupied the first place on the eastern side of the gate, and
Kurayamada that on the western side. 29) By now the eastern sky had lit up, and it
would not be long before the first rays of the sun would have shined on the Itabuki
palace.  But it seems that the day of the Monkey was cloudy, and it is doubtful whether
the exact moment that the sun rose on the eastern horizon could have been observed at
all.
2.  Metal: Signs and Portents
Our main source for these events, the Nihongi『日本紀』(720), reports an unusual
number of signs and portents during the reign of the Empress Toyotakara.  It started
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immediately in her first year (642) with erratic rain patterns.  On the third day of the
third month, rain fell from a cloudless sky.  The rest of the month and most of the
fourth month it rained continuously so that many of the young seedlings drowned. 30)
Then, the rain stopped and a drought set in, lasting all through the fifth month.  On the
twenty-third day of that month, the first ripe rice was already seen.  Except for a few
drops on the sixteenth day, no rain fell during the sixth month at all. 31) On the twenty-
fifth day, the Great Minister, Iruka’s father Emishi, proposed a chanting of extracts of
the Mahayana sutra with a general profession of repentance for all sins committed, so
that the whole court might humbly ask the Buddha for rain. 32)
Two days later such a ceremony was organized at the Kudaradera 百済寺, a temple
complex further north which had been built by order of Emperor Jomei 舒明天皇 in
639.  Its pagoda had nine stories and so out-storied all other pagodas built before. 33)
The Great Minister Emishi himself officiated, praying and burning incense.  Although a
slight rain fell on the next day, the twenty-eighth, the prayers were considered to have
been ineffective, and the sutra reading was discontinued on the twenty-ninth.  Nothing
is reported for the seventh month, but on the first day of the eighth month the empress
herself went on a pilgrimage to the source of the Minabuchi river 南淵河, where she is
said to have prayed towards the four directions and worshipped Heaven in the Chinese
style.  Immediately great thunder claps are reported to have fallen and a downpour
started which lasted for five days.  At court, this was seen as proof of the empress’
virtue.  By implication, also, the Great Minister had lost the divine duel for rain. 34)
Soon enough, though, there were other signs of Heaven’s displeasure.  Earthquakes
shook the country three times during the tenth month.  Thunder claps from the
northwest, north, and east were reported eighteen times between the tenth and the
twelfth months. 35)
The strangest portents during the empress’ reign, however, have to do with the
Monkey, whose element, as we have seen, is metal.  The first one of these is recorded
immediately after the Nihongi states in an entry for the twelfth day of the tenth month,
that Iruka hitori hakarite 獨謀, plotting all by himself, wanted to do away with the
Kamutsumiya princes 上宮王等 and make Prince Furuhito 古人大兄 emperor.” 36)
Furuhito was the minister’s nephew, son of his sister, who had been a concubine of the
late Emperor Jomei.  It is unlikely, of course, that Iruka plotted the deaths of the
descendants of the great statesman Sho¯toku Taishi 聖徳太子 (a son of Emperor Yo¯mei
用明天皇) “all by himself,” and other sources report the participation of other branches
of the imperial family in the plot. 37) But before telling the story of the deaths of the
Kamutsumiya princes and their immediate dependants, the Nihongi includes a
children’s song about a naughty monkey having cooked stolen rice “by a cliff.” 38)
Then, after describing how Iruka drove the imperial princes and their consorts to
suicide, it is explained that the “naughty monkey” in the song stands for the minister,
“the cliff ” for Kamutsumiya (High Shrine), and “cooking the rice” for burning the
Ikaruga Palace 斑鳩宮, where the princes had been living. 39)
The closer we get to the events of the day of the Monkey, the more frequent the
omens become in the text of the Nihongi.  On the third day of the sixth month of the
following year (644), a day of the Snake, a message was brought in from the Upper
Shiki  district 志紀上郡: “a man on Mt. Miwa had spotted a monkey taking its midday
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nap.”  The man had crept up to it and caught it by the arm, but the monkey had not
wanted to escape.  Keeping its eyes closed, it had sung a song about a friend taking it
by the hand.  Again the strange story is connected, (but not in a very convincing
manner), by the editors of the Nihongi with the death of the Kamutsumiya princes. 40)
Addressing the problem of the identity of the man on Mt. Miwa, we remark that he
was someone deemed worthy of inclusion in the National History.  The most likely
solution is, of course, that he was an incarnation of the god of Mt. Miwa himself.  This
god is called O¯mononushi 大物主, and is well known to have been able to perform
transformations between a snake and a human form, and his element, again, is metal. 41)
The hidden point of this story, then, seems this ominous connection between a Snake
and a Monkey, both associated with the element metal. 42) Iruka and Miwa?  An
unnatural alliance!  Soga mansions on Amakashi Hill?  Freaks portending danger!
Then, three days later, on the sixth day of the same month, it was also the day of the
Monkey, exactly one year before the day we are considering here.  On that day, a lotus
was found in the Tsurugi pond of the Soga family on the other side of Amakashi Hill.
It had two flowers on one stem.  “Without sufficient reason,” the Great Minister Soga
no Emishi is said to have rejoiced in the find, which he interpreted as predicting the
future prosperity of the Soga clan.  Was his family not, at this very moment, headed by
himself and his son Iruka, two flowers on one stem, the first family in all the land?  Sick
though he may have been, the minister drew a picture of the flower with golden ink
and presented it to the sixteen-feet high Buddha in the Asukadera, for safekeeping. 43)
More is related about this month, exactly one year before the Day of the Monkey.
How the witches and wizards of the whole country waited until the O¯-omi crossed a
bridge.  And, while he was thus suspended between one world and another, they had
hastened to approach him with decorated branches of leaves in their hands,
communicating their divine trance.  As there were so many of them, what subtle
prophecies they exactly told him could not be heard.  But the old people were
convinced that “great changes” lay ahead. 44)
The next month, in the East near Mt. Fuji, a man had stood up who urged his fellow-
villagers to worship an insect, saying: “This is the God of the World Yonder.  Whoever
worships him, will have riches and long life!”  The witches and wizards agreed with
him, and prophesized in a trance: “Whoever believes in the God of the World Yonder,
will, if poor, become rich, and, if old, become young again.”  And they urged the
people to put their belongings along the roadside, so that they might become poor.
Then they made them cry out: “The new riches have come!”  The belief spread like
wildfire, and even people near the Itabuki Palace took the insect of the World Yonder
and placed it on their altars.  They threw away their treasures, sang and danced
together in order to attract the good fortune promised them.  The loss and waste were
so extreme that only the execution of the Azuma prophet, who had started it all, put an
end to it. 45) The whole country, then, seemed to be restless.  Did the people feel that
the rivalries among the noble families of the Kinai were coming to a head?  The news
that the Kamutsumiya princes had been driven to suicide certainly must account for
much of the unrest.  But threatening news from overseas may also have had its impact.
The reunified Tang empire was ready to invade Korea again.  Both Koguryo¯ and
Paekche had recently experienced violent overthrows of their ruling dynasties. 46) All
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three states on the peninsula felt jittery about the awesome Chinese military might
which seemed determined to continue the conquests the Sui dynasty 589–618) had left
unfinished.  And clearly the awareness had spread in Japan that the country did not
have much time left to organize its defenses.
With the beginning of the 4th year of the empress’ reign, Heaven sent its clearest
warning: “On mountain peaks, by river-sides, or among shrines and temples, there was
something visible afar, and there was heard a humming of monkeys, as it were ten or
sometimes twenty together.  But when one approached to see what it might be, nothing
was visible.  There was still heard the sound of crying and screaming, but no one was
able to distinguish any bodily form.  ...  The men of that day said: “These are the
messengers of the Great Deity of Ise.” 47)
3.  Water: Students Abroad
If this was the atmosphere of the time, it should not surprise us that the upper class
was, just like the common people, also busy guessing the future.  Happily, they did not
need to rely on such doubtful methods as divine trance and the prophesies of witches,
for they had access to more scientific ways to reach into the Unknown.  In 602, during
the reign of Empress Suiko 推古天皇, a Korean monk from Paekche had come to
Japan and had presented the court, by way of tribute, with books on calendar-making,
astrology, geomancy, and the arts of invisibility and magic.  At the time three pupils
were chosen to study these arts with the Korean. 48)
Six years later, in 608, we hear of a group of eight students, all from families of
Chinese descent and four of them aspiring to be Buddhist priests, sent by the Court to
what was then still Sui 隋 China. 49) Three of them may have died in China or along the
way, 50) but five came back to Japan after long years of study.  They seem to have done
their best to cover all the main branches of contemporary Chinese learning among
themselves, for we find they all specialized in something different.  One concentrated
on the microcosm of the human body, whereas another studied the macrocosm of the
universe.  The third studied Tang law and government, whereas the fourth specialized
in the Chinese Classics, and the fifth took responsibility for studying the sutras.  There
must have been several others as well, but we have no record of their departure from
Japan. 51)
The first of the eight to return to Japan after fourteen years abroad, was the leader of
the group of 608, the physician Fukuin, a member of the Yamato no Aya no Atae 倭漢
直福因, the clan charged with the supervision over all Chinese immigrants in Japan. 52)
He reported that his companions had all finished their courses, and ought to be sent
for. 53) Fukuin had returned to Japan in the company of an ambassador from Silla, and
so must have found a ship to take him from China to Korea.  He probably left the Sui
capital at Luoyang 洛陽 in 620, well before the city was besieged by the Tang army
from the second month of 621.  After the battle of Si Sui 水, Luoyang fell to the Tang
in the fifth month of 621, and Fukuin may have been worried about the fate of his
fellow students.  The last Sui emperor, Yang Di 煬帝, however, had already abandoned
his capital in 616 and the city was treated leniently by its conqueror, Li Shimin 李世
民. 54) The civil war in China, meanwhile, moved further east, making the return to
Japan of the other students impossible.  It is likely that they decided to move to the new
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Tang capital at Chang An, sometime after the road between the two cities was
reopened.  Over the next two centuries, the Japanese were to try and imitate this city in
a series of Japanese palace-capitals built on an increasingly larger scale.  The Japanese
students who first set foot in Chang An in the 620’s, therefore, were an avant-garde in
more ways than one.
Among them was Kuromaro, Takamuko no Ayahito 高向漢人玄理, a descendant
from a Chinese immigrant family which had settled in the village of Takamuko in
Kawachi 河内.  He studied Tang law and government and did not return to Japan until
640, having been abroad for thirty-two years. 55) The other three were all priests.  There
was Sho¯an, Minabuchi no Ayahito 南淵漢人請安, like the others a member from a
Chinese immigrant family which had settled in the village of Minabuchi in the Takechi
district 武市郡 of Yamato.  Sho¯an’s specialty was the Chinese Classics: the writings of
the Duke of Zhou and Confucius. 56) He returned to Japan together with Kuromaro in
640.  Then there was Eon, Shiga no Ayahito 志賀漢人慧隠, a descendant from Chinese
immigrants settled in O¯mi 近江, northeast of Yamato, who seems to have concentrated
in China on study of the sutras.  He also came back to Japan with a Sillan envoy, in
639, and on the fifth day of the fifth month of 640 we find him expounding on the
Muryo¯ju sutra 無量壽經 in the palace of Umayazaka 廐坂宮. 57) The last of the first four
Japanse students to study in Chang An 長安 was Hifumi 日文, a member of the Imaki
(“recently arrived” 58)) no Ayahito family of Chinese immigrants.  He was trained as a
Buddhist priest and studied astronomy and astrology, as well as the connected arts of
the calendar and divination.  While in China, he probably learned about the author of
the Wuxing Dayi五行大義 [Compendium of the Five Elements], Xiao Ji 蕭吉, who died
in his eighties in 614. 59) It is not likely, however, that he met the great diviner and
numerologist in person, for the latter was known to be haughty, arrogant, and
excessively proud of his aristocratic background, and had made his career in the
Bureau of Rites. 60) We may assume, though, that Hifumi was able to get copies of his
works, and we know that the Compendium of the Five Elements (which was lost in China
but preserved in Japan) became one of the most influential sources for Yin-yang
speculation during the Heian period. 61)
Other astrologers Hifumi may have actually met in China were Li Chunfeng 李淳風
(602–670) and Yuan Tiangang 袁天 (d. 627) to whom is ascribed the Tuibei tu推背圖
[Chart of Extrapolation from the Back]. 62) This latter work has, in its present form,
been considered a secret weapon of the Chinese since at least the Ming period, for it
helps the diviner to relate the results of his divination to the days of the Chinese
calendar. 63) In other words, this is a most important work for the determination of the
proper days for action or non-action as ordered by the divinatory process.  During his
twenty-four years in China, Hifumi also became an expert on the Zhou-Yì 周易, better
known as the I Ching 易經 or “Book of Changes,” China’s oldest and best known
manual for calculating the future. 64) After his return to Japan in 632 in the train of the
Tang ambassador Gao Biaoren 高表仁, 65) Hifumi took the name of So¯ Min 僧旻 (Priest
Min) and started to teach the I Ching to a select number of students of noble
background.  He seems to have chosen to live in the Kudaradera, which, as we have
seen, was connected with the imperial family and not in the Asukadera, the temple of
the Soga clan. 66) There, he was often consulted about celestial phenomena, such as
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falling stars, and their significance. 67) Clearly, he was the closest equivalent Japan had
produced so far of those men who are known in Chinese history as the fang-shi方士 or
diviners. 68)
Among his students of the I Ching were Soga no Iruka and Nakatomi no Kamako 中
臣鎌子.  The Kaden reports that the former always showed the greatest respect to the
latter.  There is no reason to doubt this assertion.  Once, for example, when Kamako
arrived late for one of Priest Min’s lectures on the I Ching, Iruka stood up and made
room for him.  Having reported this, however, the Fujiwara family chronicle seems to
shade into hagiography: “After the lecture was finished and everybody was ready to
disperse, Priest Min held [Kamako] back by the look in his eyes and whispered these
words to him: ‘Among those who frequent my hall, there is no one like the elder Soga
boy.  But truly, judging both from what you know about the intentions of the gods as
well as from your physiognomy, you are superior to him.  I seriously want you to take
good care of yourself.’” 69) Hagiography aside, these words can also be interpreted as: “I
have divined your plans and I am with you all the way.”
4.  Wood: the Oracle
The Nihongi is quite explicit about the reasons why a conspiracy to kill Iruka was
hatched at court.  First there was, of course, Iruka’s guilt in the death of the
Kamutsumiya princes.  Then, as we have seen, the editors of the Nihongi hinted at the
inappropriate behavior of the Soga, father and son, in occupying Amakashi Hill,
arrogating the right to confer court ranks, and competing with the first family of the
O¯kimi in many other ways.  Naturally, the text is less straightforward about the
conspirators, and how they went about organizing themselves.
According to the Nihongi version of the events, the main conspirators were an
obscure member of the Nakatomi family and the eldest son of the Empress Toyotakara
herself, Prince Katsuragi 葛城皇子. 70) The latter had good reasons to conspire, of
course, since it was clear that the Soga’s favored the prince’s older half-brother
Furuhito to be next in line for the imperial succession.  Furuhito, being born of a Soga
concubine, did not by himself have the valid claim to the throne that Katsuragi, as the
eldest son of Jomei’s empress, the present Empress Toyotakara, could present.  The
Soga backing of Furuhito combined with the death of the Kamutsumiya princes, were
enough to show that, if anyone else was going to be killed, Prince Katsuragi was next in
line.
The motives of the prince’s mentor, Nakatomi no Kamako, must have sprung from a
desire to take revenge.  The Nakatomi were a family of Shinto¯ ritualists, “the vassals in
the middle,” who may originally have functioned as interpreters of the divine
pronouncements by the shamans of early Japanese society.  They appear to have come
from the province of Hitachi 常陸 in Eastern Japan. 71) Although the family had shared
in the defeat of the Mononobe in 587, 72) by 629 Nakatomi no Muraji Mike 中臣連彌気,
Kamako’s father, was one of four ministers siding with Soga no Emishi on the matter of
the succession after the death of Empress Suiko. 73) Kamako must have been disgusted
with his father’s obsequious attitude towards the Soga, who had been responsible for
his family’s downfall.  On the other hand, it may have been precisely Mike’s
obsequiousness which gave Kamako a chance to plot the restoration of his family’s
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fortunes on a grander scale than ever before.  For as a son of the meek follower of Soga
no Emishi, who refused appointments and preferred to live far from the capital in the
countryside, 74) he was not likely to arouse the suspicions even of the suspicious Iruka.
The story, as told in the Nihongi starts as follows: Nakatomi no Kamako no Muraji was a
man of an upright and loyal character and of a reforming disposition.  He was indignant with
Soga no Iruka for breaking down the order of Prince and Vassal, of Senior and Junior, and
cherishing veiled designs upon the State. 75) Leaving aside the matter of Kamako’s
“uprightness,” this reference to his “reforming disposition” has been the cause of an all-
pervasive misunderstanding of the plot to kill the Soga minister.  The Nihongi depiction
of the Soga clan as villains has further served to confirm the impression that the
conspiracy against Iruka, apart from being foreshadowed by signs and portents, and so
being fore-ordained, was one of reformers against reactionaries.  Nothing, however,
could be further from the truth.
For more than a hundred years the Soga had been the reformers of the Japanese
state, first as sponsors of the immigrants, then as the importers of bookkeeping systems
and experimenters with Chinese ways of government.  In fact, since the early seventh
century, there had existed a consensus at the Yamato court about the necessity to
strengthen the central government.  The true opponents of the reforms were to be
found outside the Nara basin, among the ancient local nobility, the kuni no miyatsuko,
who stood to lose most in a centralized state. 76) The Chinese style reforms adopted by
the Yamato polity during the seventh century, therefore, had very little to do with the
power struggle at court.  At Asuka, the issue of the struggle was really about who was
going to dominate the new Chinese style state. 77)
The Nihongi account details how Kamako, correctly reading the signs and portents of
the time and analyzing the configurations at court, first approached the brother of
Empress Toyotakara, Prince Karu, to see whether he would be a suitable man to lead a
conspiracy against the Soga.  Not satisfied, the text suggests, he later met with all the
other princes until he came upon Prince Katsuragi, the oldest son of the Empress
Toyotakara and the late emperor Jomei, who was eighteen years old at the time.  The
story of their meeting under the great tsuki tree, west of the Asukadera, has been
famous throughout Japanese history.  It relates how the prince lost one of his shoes
playing kickball, 78) and how it was retrieved by Kamako, who humbly offered it to him.
“From this time they became mutual friends and told each other all their thoughts.
There was no longer any concealment between them.” 79) We may be sure, however,
that the story is complete fiction, the more so because, as usual in such cases, a clear
prototype for this story can be found in a Chinese source, in this case the Shiji『史記』
by Sima Qian 司馬篇遷:
Zhang Liang 張良 was once strolling along an embankment in Xiapei 下 when an old man
wearing a coarse gown appeared.  Reaching the place where Zhang Liang was, he deliberately
dropped his shoe down the embankment and, turning to Zhang Liang, said, “Fetch me my shoe,
young man!”  Zhang Liang, completely taken aback, was about to hit him, but because the man
was old he swallowed his resentment and climbed down and got the shoe.  “Put it on for me!”
ordered the old man, and Zhang Liang, since he had already gone to the trouble of fetching it,
knelt respectfully and prepared to put on the shoe.  The old man held out his foot and, when the
shoe was on, laughed and went on his way.  Zhang Liang, more startled than ever, stood looking
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after him.  When the old man had gone some distance, he turned and came back.  “You could be
taught, young man,” he said.  “Meet me here at dawn five days from now!”  Zhang Liang,
thinking this all very strange, knelt and replied, “I will do as you say.”
At dawn five days later he went to the place, but found the old man already there.”  When you
have an appointment with an old man, how is it that you come late?” he asked angrily.  “Go
away, and meet me at dawn five days from now, only come earlier!”  Five days later Zhang Liang
got up at the crow of the cock and went to the place, but once more the old man had gotten there
before him.  “Why are you late again?” the old man asked in anger.  “Go away, and five days
from now come earlier!”  Five days later Zhang Liang went to the place before half the night was
through.  After a while the old man came along.  “This is the way it should be!” he said.  Then,
producing a book, he said, “If you read this you may become the teacher of kings.  Ten years from
now your fortune will rise.  Thirteen years from now you will see me again.  A yellow stone at the
foot of Mount Gucheng 穀城山 in northern Ji 濟 that will be I.”  Without another word he left
and Zhang Liang never saw him again.  When dawn came Zhang Liang examined the book
which the old man had given him and found it to be The Grand Duke’s Art of War『太公兵
法』.  He set great store by it and was found to be constantly pouring over it. 80)
This story provides us with several clues on Kamako and the redaction of the
Nihongi.  First of all, Zhang Liang who retrieves the shoe and gets The Grand Duke’s Art
of War in return, goes on to become a minister of the first Han emperor. 81) The parallel
with Kamako, who retrieves a shoe for the prince and goes on to become his most
trusted minister, is only too obvious. 82) What is not obvious from the Nihongi, however,
is that, according to the Kaden, Kamako’s favorite reading was precisely this same
manual of military strategy, to which Zhang Liang owed his rise to power, and which
Kamako is said to have known by heart. 83)
Fearing that their frequent meetings might arouse suspicions, the Nihongi continues,
the prince and the plotter agreed to study the Chinese classics together with “the
learned teacher of Minabuchi,” i.e. the same Sho¯an who had returned from China in
640.  “Thus they at length, while on their way there and back, walking shoulder to
shoulder, secretly prepared their plans.” 84) In this way, again, the Nihongi reinforces the
impression that the conspiracy is about Chinese style reform, firmly grounded in
serious study.  The first thing Kamako proposed to the prince, however, is that he
should conclude an alliance with Iruka’s cousin, Soga no Ishikawamaro, through a
marriage to one of his daughters, for, counseled the plotter wisely, “For him who
cherishes great projects, nothing is so essential as support.” 85) What Kamako had seen
very well, of course, was the resentment the ambitious Ishikawamaro must have felt
that he, the representative of the main Soga line descended from Umako, had to play
second fiddle to Iruka. 86) What is more, the Liu tao, in its first section, warns the ruler
over and over to be careful not to estrange his own relatives.  It is possible, therefore,
that Kamako was able to identify this weakness of the Soga’s through his study of this
Chinese Classic. 87)
Naturally, Ishikawamaro was glad to ally himself with Prince Katsuragi, but on the
night before the wedding he was informed that the daughter he had destined for the
prince had eloped with his younger brother Musashi 身刺 (the girl’s uncle).  Another
daughter then offered herself. 88) Next, Kamako recommended to the prince Saeki no
Muraji Komaro 佐伯連子麻呂 and Katsuragi Waku Inukai no Muraji Amida 葛城稚犬
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養連網田, both gate guards of the palace, described in the Kaden as martial, brave,
determined, and of an exceptionally powerful build. 89) After this entry, we hear
nothing more of the conspiracy until, four days before the attack is planned,
Ishikawamaro is said to have been informed by his new son in law of the plan to kill
Iruka.  Prince Katsuragi tells him that the attack will take place on the day that the
three Korean kingdoms present their tribute.  “Maro no Omi respectfully assented.” 90)
Although this is to anticipate, if we look ahead at the results of the conspiracy, we
see that the primary beneficiaries were neither Prince Katsuragi nor Nakatomi no
Kamako, but the brother of Empress Toyotakara, Prince Karu, who ascended the
throne vacated by his sister.  Abe no Uchimaro 阿倍内麻呂 became Minister of the
Left 左大臣 and Iruka’s cousin Ishikawamaro became Minister of the Right 右大臣.
Prince Katsuragi became crown prince, and is from then on known as Naka no O¯e,
while Kamako became Naishin 内臣, or Minister of the Interior.  Two others benefited,
the Buddhist priest Min and Kuromaro Takamuko no Fubito, who had both gone to
China together in 608.  They received the title kuni no hakase 國博士 (national 
doctors). 91) Conspicuously absent from those receiving rewards is the priest Sho¯an,
even if he had played such an important role in providing a cover for Kamako and
Prince Katsuragi.  It is possible, therefore, that he may have tried to discourage the
conspirators at an early stage, or that he was closer to the discredited branch of the
Soga family, or, again, that the whole story about the study of the Chinese Classics is
made up. 92) In any case, after the conspiracy, entries about Sho¯an cease to appear in
the Nihongi.
If we were to include some of the above five people in the conspiracy, its success
would become a little more comprehensible, a little less the Machiavellian feat of the
master conspirator Kamako and his teenage imperial co-conspirator.  We may surmise,
for example, that the roles of Prince Karu, jealous of his sister occupying the throne,
and Ishikawamaro, jealous of his cousin Iruka’s position as minister are bound to have
been more important than the Nihongi is willing to admit. 93) Then, there is the
relationship of Prince Katsuragi with Ishikawamaro.  Their connection must go back
much earlier than the year 644, given in the Nihongi, for the prince took no less than
three daughters of Ishikawamaro as his concubines. 94) From the fact that the later
Empress Jito¯持統天皇 was born in 645 from Ochi no Iratsume, the second daughter of
Ishikawamaro to become a concubine of the prince, it is likely that his association with
the first daughter at least predated Kamako’s advice on the first day of the first month
of 644. 95)
Next, it is unlikely that an outsider such as Kamako could have recommended
trustworthy gate guards to the prince.  To choose such men, who were supposed to do
the dirty work of killing the minister, someone with more influence than our master
plotter was required.  It is more likely that, in fact, Ishikawamaro, who was in charge of
the imperial storehouses, had far closer relationships with the hereditary families of
storehouse guards, such as the Saekibe and Inukaibe, than Kamako could have had. 96)
These clans not only guarded the storehouses, but also each had responsibility for
guarding a gate of the palace.  And, as the name of the latter indicates, they were
breeders of guard dogs. 97) The closer we look, the clearer it becomes that
Ishikawamaro’s involvement in the conspiracy is very unlikely to date from four days
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before the attack, for he seems far too important a figure in its organization.  It is more
probable, then, that Ishikawamaro was part of the conspiracy from its very inception,
even though the Nihongi does not give him credit for it.
Furthermore, even a driven man like Nakatomi no Kamako would not dream of
planning such an enormous undertaking as the killing of Soga no Iruka, the single most
powerful man in the Yamato state, without consulting an oracle.  It is strange (but it
seems to be true) that no Japanese scholar in the past 1350 years has pointed to this
rather obvious fact.  Still, the Nihongi, as we have seen, is very clear in its suggestion
that Powers Seen and Unseen, the portents and the signs of nature were all in
agreement that something awesome was about to happen.  It is unimportant whether
all the signs recounted above really did happen at the time they are reported to have
happened.  It is immaterial, also, if they were all made up afterwards.  Essential is only
the realization that, seventy-five years after the murder, at the time the Nihongi was
given its final shape, everyone concerned was still convinced that Heaven had been in
alignment with what had happened on Earth, and that the appropriate day had been
chosen for the action planned.
For assiduous students of Chinese learning, as we have seen Prince Katsuragi and
Kamako were (or at least pretended to be), the oracle to be consulted would
undoubtedly have been the I Ching.  Most likely this was also the reason for the reward
given to Priest Min, for he was the only expert, available at the time, who could have
supervised such a momentous use of the oracle.  We have, of course, no sources for
these top secret manipulations of the future.  All we have, is the fact of the conspiracy
and the day of the attack made upon the minister.  Theoretically, therefore, it should
still be possible to retrieve some of the manipulations that led to the decision to choose
the day of the Monkey for the attack.  For not only do we know the exact day, we can
also consult the Tuibei tu, the Chart of Extrapolation from the Back, and do a little
extrapolating ourselves.  The hexagram given in the chart for the days characterized by
the combination of Earth-Yang with the zodiac sign of the Monkey, is called Meng蒙. 98)
Looking up this hexagram in the I Ching, we find that it stands for “Youthful Folly.” 99)
The hexagram Meng is made up of the two trigrams ken 艮 (‘the mountain,’ on top)
, and kan 坎 (‘water,’ below) .  “A spring at the foot of the mountain,” explain the
commentary texts of the I Ching, “is the image of inexperienced youth.”  ‘Keeping still’
is the attribute of the mountain, which in and of itself does not move.  The attribute of
water is said to be ‘the abyss’ or ‘danger.’  The hexagram, therefore, sounds a warning.
“Stopping in perplexity,” it says, “on the brink of the abyss is a symbol of the folly of
youth.”  Moreover, the lower trigram ken (water) is connected with the “second son” in
the family, while the upper trigram kan (mountain) is associated with the “third son.” 100)
As the lines of the hexagram are built from the bottom up, it is not surprising to see the
second son here carrying, as it were, the third son.
We may remember how Prince Katsuragi was, indeed, the second son of the
Emperor Jomei, and that the emperor had a third son as well, Prince O¯ama 大海皇子,
who was a full brother of Prince Katsuragi. 101) Again anticipating on what was still the
future in 645, we note that O¯ama was the victor of the civil war of 672 and became
Emperor Temmu 天武天皇, after his older brother, the former Prince Katsuragi, had
died as Emperor Tenji in the year before.  The second brother had, thus, eventually
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carried the third brother to the throne, just as the hexagram belonging to the day of the
Monkey seems to have predicted.  
There is more, of course.  Keeping in mind the extreme youth of Prince Katsuragi
(he was born in 626), by taking on Iruka he was embarking on a plan of great danger,
and the hexagram is well aware of that.  Most important is, however, that it does not
discourage the prince from proceeding.  The Judgement on the hexagram has: Youthfull
Folly has success.  It is not I who seek the young fool.  The young fool seeks me.  At the first oracle
I inform him.  If he asks two or three times, it is importunity.  If he importunes, I give him no
information.  Perseverance furthers. 102)
It is as if, over the gaping abyss of time, we hear the voice of the Priest Min himself.
The I Ching explains: In the time of youth, folly is not an evil.  One may succeed in spite of it,
provided one finds an experienced teacher and has the right attitude toward him.  This means,
first of all, that the youth himself must be conscious of his lack of experience and must seek out the
teacher. 103) And further on: The ruler of the hexagram is the strong second line.  It is in the
middle of the lower trigram, therefore in a central position.  Since the line is strong and central, it
meets with success by acting at the right time.  It represents a sage in a lowly position, qualified to
counsel wisely a youthful and inexperienced ruler. 104) The image of the hexagram is further
elaborated with the explanation that the Superior Man derives his inspiration from the
images of the two trigrams, Mountain and Water.  He strives to “be thoroughgoing, and
clear as a mountain spring.  Hence he achieves calmness in the face of danger that
emulates the great calmness of a mountain on the edge of an abyss.” 105)
All this is dazzling in its appropriateness.  It is important to remember, however, that
we are “Extrapolating from the Back” here, and really should be going “Back to the
Future.” 106) In other words: we found the hexagram because of the date, whereas the
plotters in the Asuka period found the date because of the hexagram.  Prince Katsuragi,
therefore, is likely to have shuffled the milfoil stalks under the supervision of Priest
Min, 107) possibly in the presence of Nakatomi no Kamako, and obtained the hexagram
Meng as a result.  After consulting the position of the stars, the weather, or the cry of
birds, 108) Priest Min may have consulted the Tuibei tu to determine the appropriate date
corresponding with the result of the oracle obtained by the prince, and found tsuchinoe
saru, or the date that was our starting point.  
The section for that binomial in the Tuibei tu gives an additional oracle, which also
throws light on the conspiracy: Some guests come from the West / When they reach the East,
they halt / Wood, Fire, Metal, Water / They will wash away this Great Shame. 109) The oracle
predicts, therefore, that it will not be any tsuchinoe saru day, but one on which visitors
may be expected, coming from the West, who will be staying for a while.  Thus, it is
fair to assume that they have come a long way.  Here we see why the attack was
planned on a day of the Monkey when the memorials of the Korean envoys would be
read.  Wood, Fire, Metal or Water, furthermore, will “wash away a Great Shame.”  In
other words a calamity is predicted which will cleanse through Burning, Cutting or
Flooding.  There is nothing here, then, to discourage someone from pursuing his
youthful folly.  On the contrary, the prince could not have wished for a clearer oracle
to proceed.
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5.  Fire: Murder
Just after sunrise the palace gates were opened.  Iruka was the first to cross the
threshold into the court and go on his knees to make his obeisance with his hands onto
the ground. 110) His escort must have stayed outside.  While he was crossing the
courtyard of the Morning Hall towards the gate of the Inner palace or dairi内裏, 111) the
minister was suddenly met and surrounded by the jesters of the Court, or wazaogi俳優.
These, the Nihongi reports, had received instructions from Nakatomi no Kamako on
how to trick and disarm Iruka, but the text does not provide the details of how this was
done.  It simply states that Iruka laughed when he took off his sword. 112) Then, he
continued towards the gate at the opposite end of the courtyard.  
The gate guards there ushered him into the courtyard of the inner palace.  When
everyone had taken their places, the empress appeared under the eaves of the Sho¯den
正殿 at the far end of the courtyard. 113) She was flanked by the imperial prince
Furuhito, a position which indicated that, even though he may not have been officially
nominated as Crown Prince he was at least expected to be the next in line for the
imperial succession. 114) The empress’ brother, Prince Karu, and her sons also were in
attendance somewhere behind her.  At both sides of the courtyard the ministers and all
officials of the fifth rank and above were in attendance.  At a signal Ishikawamaro¯, who
was charged with the reading of the memorials of the Korean envoys, stepped forward,
and started to read.  While his voice droned the formulas of congratulation, the gate
guards softly closed the palace gates.  The trap had been set, and the monkey was
caught.
Again, the Nihongi has a fancy story about everyone but Prince Katsuragi and
Kamako taking fright at the last moment.  The guards charged with the murder cannot
hold down their breakfast and procrastinate.  Ishikawamaro, who is reading the
memorials, wonders why they are taking so long, and, fearing the conspiracy has been
discovered, he breaks into a sweat and his voice falters.  Iruka is supposed to have
asked him why his hands are shaking so much, and his cousin is said to have answered
that he was too affected by the divine presence of the empress.  Nothing could be
fancier and farther from the truth, and again we can find proof in Chinese sources that
this whole scene must have been made up.  Chapter 86 of the Shiji is dedicated to the
biographies of the assassin-retainers, an appropriate place, of course, to look for
prototypes of details of the story in the Nihongi.  Among these is the story of Jing Ke 荊
軻, who is out to kill the King of Qin 秦.  He has managed to convey to the king that he
has brought him the head of the king’s enemy Fan Yuqi 樊於期 and a strategic map of
the Dukang 督亢 region in Yen 燕.  Qin Wuyang 秦舞陽 is his companion:
When the king of Qin heard this, he was delighted and, donning his court robes and ordering a
full dress reception, he received the envoys of Yen in the Hsien-yang Palace 咸陽宮.  Jing Ke bore
the box with Fan Yuqi’s head, while Qin Wuyang carried the map case; step by step they
advanced through the throne room until they reached the steps of the throne, where Qin Wuyang
suddenly turned pale and began to quake with fear.  The courtiers eyed him suspiciously.  Jing Ke
turned around, laughed at Qin Wuyang, and then stepped forward to apologize: “This man is a
simple rustic from the barbarous region of the northern border, and he has never seen the Son of
Heaven.  That is why he shakes with fright.  I beg Your Majesty to pardon him for the moment
and permit me to complete my mission before you. 115)
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Jing Ke has managed to bring a knife to kill the king in the box he carries.  His
attack fails, but the fear of his companion has been used by the compilers of the
Nihongi, either wittingly or, more likely, because they based themselves on an account
of the day of the Monkey (since lost) in which this feature had already been
incorporated. 116) The similarities with the Nihongi account are once more obvious: the
murder has been planned to occur in front of all the courtiers.  A co-conspirator almost
gives the game away by his nervousness, and most important: the excuse for his
nervousness is said to be the presence of the Son of Heaven.  All this, naturally, is
reason enough to reject the historicity of the story of Ishikawamaro’s nervousness.  This
negative portrayal, therefore, as well as the previous refusal, on the part of the editors
of the Nihongi, to recognize his importance for the success of the conspiracy must be
ascribed to his later fall from power.  Ishikawamaro, then, was probably reading the
memorials without an interruption by Iruka, when suddenly there was a commotion.
“Yaah!” yelled Prince Katsuragi and stormed with unsheathed sword at the minister
standing in the courtyard. 117) His sword cut the man through the back of his head and
into his shoulder.  Stumbling under the attack, the minister regained his posture, only
to be cut in the thigh by one of the two attendants of the prince who had come running
out after him. 118) Falling down and bleeding profusely, the minister pulled himself
forward with his good arm and leg until he reached the steps where the O¯kimi stood
under the eaves in ceremonial dress. 119) “What have I done?” he cried, “What is my
crime?  At least allow an investigation to be made!” 120) But the O¯kimi was too shocked
to speak.  All she could do was turn around and flee into the inner palace hall.  The
prince’s attendants finished killing the minister on the spot.  Then, it started to rain
without stopping, and water covered the whole courtyard.  Blood could be seen in an
ever widening circle around the body.  Someone put a straw mat over the minister’s
corpse.
Prince Katsuragi did not waste any time.  In the rain, he left the Itabuki palace
through its southern gate, turned left, and gained the road leading to the Asukadera
compound.  He was surrounded by the yugei no tsukasa衛門府, or palace guards, 121) and
a number of followers of Nakatomi no Kamako, armed with bows and arrows.  Apart
from Prince Furuhito, all the princes of the royal blood, the ministers, and the other
officials who had been present at the murder, were also following him. 122) Reaching the
paved ground in front of the temple, they walked towards its front gate over a carefully
rock-paved road two meters wide.  Upon going through the front gate, the men
immediately came upon a second gate, twice its size.  The edges of the overhanging
roofs between the two gates were only five meters apart.  The second gate was carried
by sixteen enormous wooden pillars and was set into the corridor which enclosed the
whole temple.  The road continued in a straight line towards the center of the
compound with its five storied pagoda. 123)
From the steps of the pagoda the prince may have addressed the crowd which had
collected on the temple grounds. 124) Seeing that most of the court nobility had followed
him, the opportunity seems to have presented itself to explain what had been done and
what needed to be done next.  First of all, the prince must have stressed the fact that
the O¯kimi, his mother, was descended from the Sun Goddess herself.  Next, he
explained that the minister had wanted to destroy the Royal House and subvert the
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Heavenly Dignity.  “Was I going to let Kuratsukuri supplant the descendants of the
royal family?” the prince asked rhetorically. 125) That was indeed (and had been for a
long time) the crux of the matter.  In fact, ever since the Yamato polity had emerged as
the dominant power on the islands off  Korea, the great families of the Nara valley,
where the empire had started, had competed for the spoils.  By the beginning of the
seventh century, only two major clans were left in the running for supreme power: first,
of course, there was the family of the O¯kimi, the priest officials of the cult of the Sun
Goddess.  And then there were the Soga.  The other families ranked as maetsugimi公卿,
or “first of the land,” were all linked in one way or another with these great clans in an
ever-changing network of intermarriage and vassalage. 126) These smaller families could
effectively tip the balance of power in favor of any of the bigger, and so, in large
measure, the political success of the powerful clans was defined in terms of the
collective support of the smaller clans.
In the political terms of the early Japan, the O¯kimi was “assisted” in his task of
matsurigoto政 (rites and government) by the O¯-omi, the Great Minister.  For the sake of
convenience, everyone seems to have agreed that the O¯kimi’s authority was “sacred,”
for his(/her) pedigree went back to the gods, but so did those of many other clans.
There was, as yet, nothing to assure the O¯kimi of a monopoly on divine uniqueness nor
of absolute power.  In other words, in the early seventh century it may still have
seemed possible, if difficult, to replace the O¯kimi with another ruler, a Chinese style
emperor with a mandate from Heaven, for example.  Or else a ruler deriving his
authority from the new mainland religion of Buddhism.  Here, then, lay the
significance of Prince Katsuragi entering and occupying the Soga clan temple
immediately after the murder.
Orders were given to barricade the temple and to deliver the body of Iruka to his
father Emishi on Amakashi Hill. 127) Hearing of the murder, the Aya no Atae
summoned the men of their clan to Emishi’s mansion. 128) They came clad in armor to
defend the head of the Soga clan, whose vassals they had been for over two 
centuries. 129) In the afternoon, the Prince Katsuragi sent Kose no Tokuda 巨勢徳陀 to
Amakashi Hill.  The latter had been the leader of the gang ordered by Iruka to
eliminate the descendants of Sho¯toku Taishi, the Kamutsumiya princes and their
spouses, in late 643.  At that time, Iruka may have decided on choosing him because of
his close association with a rival branch of the imperial family, the descendants of
Emperor Bidatsu 敏達天皇 headed by Prince O¯mata 大派王. 130) In any case, his
previous association with and the services rendered by him to the Soga clan must have
made him the most appropriate negotiator at this juncture.  The gang of 643 may have
consisted of mounted warriors of the Aya clan, and it was to dissuade these soldiers
from resisting that Kose was sent.
On Amakashi Hill Kose found another follower of Emishi, Kunioshi Takamuko no
Omi 高向臣國押, who had refused to participate in the murders of 643. 131) The Nihongi
asserts that it was Kunioshi who spoke to the Aya and convinced them to lay down
their arms.  Again, we do not know what happened exactly, but the Aya are likely to
have had their own reasons for refusing to back Soga no Emishi.  After the Aya
warriors had dispersed, the prince’s party down at the Asukadera surrounded
Amakashi Hill.  Finding himself surrounded by imperial troops the next morning,
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Emishi forced all the members of his family to commit suicide and set the fire to his
hillside mansion in which he also perished himself.  It is said that he took with him the
Sumera mikoto no mifumi (or Tenno¯ki『天皇記』, i.e. Honorable Writings about the
Emperors) as well as the Kunitsufumi『國記』(or Kokki, i.e. The Writings of the
Country), books his father Umako had compiled together with Sho¯toku taishi.  Esaka
Funa no Fubito 船史恵尺, a scribe in charge of the naval records, managed to pull the
latter manuscript from the fire and offered it to Prince Katsuragi. 132)
6.  The Great Transformation
As we have seen, in 645 Prince Katsuragi (later Crown Prince Naka no O¯e and
Emperor Tenji) murdered his way to power by the killing of the representative of the
main sponsors of Buddhism in Japan, Soga no Iruka. 133) With that he managed to free,
for the first time in sixty years (i.e. since the reign of the Emperor Bidatsu, 570–585),
the imperial family from the all-pervasive dominance of the Soga clan.  After the
conspirators had been rewarded on the day of Emishi’s suicide, one of the first
measures taken was the adoption of the Tang custom to give the new era an auspicious
name.  The period was called Taika 大化 , i .e. “Great Change” or “Great
Transformation.” 134) At the time, this “great change” can only have referred to the
situation which had prevailed before the murders, that is the dominance of the court by
the Soga family.  The new era, then, was one in which the imperial family was free
from the Soga.  As happened so often with era names, however, the wish was the father
of the thought.
Was the power of the Soga family really broken with the deaths of Iruka and Emishi,
as is so often asserted on the basis of this era name?  The Nihongi makes quite clear that
this was not at all the case.  Even though Emishi’s line had been destroyed, the main
Soga line was continued by Ishikawamaro.  Furthermore, the Soga holdings throughout
Japan were so extensive that the family could not fail to continue to be prominent.  We
have already seen how Emishi and Iruka were replaced in the Yamato polity by Abe
no Uchimaro and Soga no Ishikawamaro.  The two men were closely allied, it seems,
for every time they appear in the Nihongi until the death of Uchimaro in 649, they do
so together. 135) The new era name Taika, then, promised more than it delivered.  In
order to accomplish the Great Change, it was necessary to continue the work begun
with the deaths of Iruka and his father.
The next person to be targeted was Prince Furuhito, Prince Katsuragi’s older half
brother, who was assassinated late in 645.  After him, it was Ishikawamaro’s turn, but
the Great Minister was at first too well connected through his alliance with Abe no
Uchimaro.  It is probable that the initial opportunity for another attack on the
continued Soga dominance of the state, and this time on the main line itself, was
provided by Uchimaro’s death.  One week later, interfamily jealousy served once more
to topple a Soga from power. 136) It was Ishikawamaro’s younger brother by a different
mother, Musashi, who was used as the instrument to effect the minister’s downfall.
Again, from the ambivalent way in which the Nihongi presents evidence of
Ishikawamaro’s guilt and later appears to retract it all, it seems reasonable to assume
that the charges were trumped up, and that Nakatomi no Kamako was behind the
accusations leveled against him.  Ishikawamaro was forced to commit suicide together
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with his three sons and the one daughter who was not yet married. 137)
Not surprisingly, the Nihongi absolves Naka no O¯e (formerly Prince Katsuragi) from
all blame, but that all was not well in the prince’s household is clear from the notice
that Ishikawamaro’s daughter Miyatsuko hime (who had been the first to wed the
prince) is said to have died of a “broken heart” over the affair. 138) This probably means
that she also committed suicide.  She was succeeded in her position as the prince’s
consort by Princess Yamato-hime 倭姫, a daughter of Prince Furuhito, who had been
murdered by henchmen of his half-brother in October of 645. 139) This princess did not
bear the crown prince any children, so she, too, may have refused to sleep with the
murderer of her father and great-uncle. 140) After this second round of killing, the era
name was changed to Hakuchi 白雉 (White Pheasant).  Again, Priest Min fugured
prominently in the selection of this era name, for such a choice was a most significant
manipulation of time.  
Thus, the four and a half years spanned by the Taika period began and ended with
the death of a prominent member of the Soga clan.  In the contemporary world of
645–649, Great Change must have meant the end of the domination of the Yamato
court by the Soga family.  The Nihongi, on the other hand, identifies the growth of the
Chinese-style state structure in Japan with the Great Transformation of the Taika
period.  This interpretation is reinforced, in large part, by its inclusion of the Great
Reform Edict, said to have been promulgated on the first day of 646. 141) The text
justifies Iruka’s murder as a conflict between usurpers and reformers, and, as we have
seen, Nakatomi no Kamako is portrayed as one of the principal reformers and a serious
scholar of Chinese knowledge.
There is no proof, in fact, that Kamako was any more of a reformer than the man he
helped assassinate.  The Soga family, too, were leaders of Chinese-style reform, which,
according to recent consensus was a gradual process starting at the beginning of the
seventh century with the introduction of the court ranks and lasted well into the eighth,
when the definitive law codes were promulgated.  Moreover, apart from the famous
edict, no major reforms are reported during the Hakuchi period (650–655) after the
imperial family had consolidated its grip on power.  What is more, Japanese scholars
have long noted anachronistic elements in the edict of 646. 142) Thus, there is no proof
that the reform edict was actually issued during the Taika period, and its 646 listing
may just be a subterfuge suggesting that the Great Change referred to reform and not
to murder.
This is not to say that there was no Taika Reform. 143) Introduction of era names was
in itself a Chinese-style innovation accompanied by the adoption of Chinese divinatory
practices.  The character ka 化 (change) of Taika suggests the changes of the Yijing
discourse, in which “change” refers to the transformation of the five elements, which
according to the Chinese interpretation ceaselessly succeed (change into) one another.
Divination and government were inseparable in the Chinese system and the adoption
of these divinatory practices was part of the on-going process of adopting Chinese ways
of government.  
Even after 649, the power of the Soga was not completely broken, for in 658 we find
another Soga minister, Ishikawamaro’s younger brother Akae 赤兄, 144) plotting to
overthrow Empress Toyotakara, who had reascended the throne after the death of her
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brother Emperor Ko¯toku.  Akae betrayed the plot of the imperial prince Arima 有間皇
子, a son of Ko¯toku, who was then executed by orders of Naka no O¯e. 145) In 668,
furthermore, a daughter of the same Akae is mentioned as one of Emperor Tenji’s
concubines. 146) Next, after Kamako’s death in 669, Tenji seems to have decided to try
and restore his ties with the remaining Sogas even further, 147) for only with their help
could he have hoped to change the appointment as Crown Prince from his younger
brother O¯ama to his son O¯tomo 大友皇子. 148) Tenji’s subsequent death became the
occasion for the last stand of the Soga family, who supported O¯tomo against O¯ama in
the Jinshin no ran壬申の乱, or Jinshin Disturbance. 149)
After O¯ama’s victory over his nephew O¯tomo and the Soga at the battle of the Seta
瀬田 bridge, 150) we can say at last that the power of the Soga family was broken for
good. 151) And it is from this time on that the imperial family had no more serious rivals
among the aristocracy of the Nara valley. 152) The Isshi no hen, as the murder of Soga no
Iruka is known in Japan, and the Jinshin no ran, therefore, are linked in more ways than
just the derivation of their labels from the sexagenary cycle of the Chinese calendar.
Both events saw members of the imperial family locked in a power struggle with the
Soga clan.  In 645, the Soga were challenged by Prince Katsuragi (the later Crown-
prince Naka no O¯e and Emperor Tenji), who did so again in 649 when he disposed of
Ishikawamaro, his own father-in-law.  His younger brother O¯ama fought, after Tenji’s
death, the Soga one last time during the Jinshin Disturbance. 153)
In this connection it is important to remember that our source, the Nihongi, is mainly
a product of the O¯ama (Temmu) line.  The Jinshin Disturbance, therefore, looms large
over this text, and we may expect to learn from it that the right side won. 154) But the
Nihongi transcends its partisanship of the Temmu line in the treatment of the Soga
family, who had been the enemy of both Tenji and Temmu.  According to the Nihongi,
the Soga are a family of scoundrels: Soga no Umako had Emperor Sushun murdered,
and Soga no Iruka drove the Kamutsumiya princes to suicide. 155) This anti-Soga bias is
logical, of course, for one of the aims of the book was to justify the palace murder of
Iruka just as much as it was written to justify the rebellion of Prince O¯ama.
The Taika period followed the reign of the Empress Toyotakara, later known by her
Sino-Japanese name Ko¯gyoku.  As we have seen, the Nihongi description of this reign
can only be truly understood with reference to Chinese sources on the structure of the
cosmos and divination.  The compilers of the Nihongi were, of course, very much aware
of this.  It is our rational age that has lost sight of this irrational layer of Asuka culture.
The later name by which this empress came to be known, Ko¯gyoku, provides another
example. 156) The term refers to one of the oldest Chinese treatises on government, a
Zhou dynasty text, the Hong Fan洪範, translated by Legge as “The Great Plan.” 157) The
Great Plan [of Correct Government] is said to have been given by Ji 箕, a retainer of
the last Shang monarch, to Wu 武王, the first king of the Zhou dynasty, and is therefore
ranked under the Books of Zhou (Zhou Shu¯ 周書).  Parts of the text, however, are much
older, dating back (it is said) to Yu the Great 大禹, the legendary founder of the Xia 夏
dynasty.  Tradition has it that The Great Plan was given to Yu by the Great Tortoise
rising from the waters of the Lo 洛 river.  On its back the tortoise bore the nine
numbers of the plan in the special arrangement by which they are known today.
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From its inception, therefore, the Plan was based on tortoise shell divination.  The
text is divided into nine chapters, of which the fifth and central one bears the name
huang ji 皇極 ( Jpn. ko¯gyoku), or “royal perfection,” which enumerates the prerequisites
for the monarch.  It is in the next section on the Three Virtues, however, that we find
the key passage for the reign of the Empress Toyotakara: It belongs only to the prince to
confer favors, to display the terrors of majesty, and to receive the revenues of the empire.  There
should be no such thing as a minister conferring favors, displaying the terrors of justice, or
receiving the revenues of the country.  Such a thing is injurious to the families, and fatal to the
States of the empire; —— small officers become one-sided and perverse, and the people commit
assumptions and excesses. 158)
So the Empress Ko¯gyoku must have lost her “royal perfection” when she let her
ministers Soga no Emishi and Soga no Iruka “confer favors, display the terrors of
majesty, and receive the revenues of the empire.”  Happily, her son rectified this
abominable situation, so that small officers in Japan would never be “one-sided and
perverse” and the people would not “commit assumptions and excesses.”
Honolulu, May–August 1995,
researched and written in commemoration of the 1350th anniversary of the Isshi no hen.
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